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Abstract
The paper is concerned with the Bayesian analysis of point processes which are observed with noise. It is shown how to produce exact samples from the posterior distribution of the unobserved true point pattern given a noisy observation. The algorithm is
a perfect simulation method which applies dominated Coupling From The Past (CFTP)
to a spatial birth-and-death process. Dominated CFTP is made amenable by simulating
on an augmented state space. We discuss how to use this perfect simulation algorithm
in a statistical inference problem of pratical importance and describe the merits and the
limitations of the method.

1 Introduction
Point processes are versatile models for numerous applications, such as galaxies in astronomy, cell nuclei in cytology or maps of tree locations in forestry. Ideally, the data in form
of a mapped point pattern is produced by exact measurements and thus the point pattern is
observed without noise. For example, in forestry this is reasonable if the exact location of
each tree was measured. However, exact measurements are a rather expensive method of data
collection. More economical methods are usually available but, unfortunately, often lead to
noisy data. For instance, aerial photographs are an economic way of mapping large areas of
forest. Template matching as described in Larsen and Rudemo [13] may then be used to determine possible tree locations even for photographs obtained under off-nadir viewing angles.
However, the irregular shape of tree tops, varying light conditions and motion due to wind
lead to noisy observations of the tree locations. The template matching procedure therefore
cannot determine the exact locations of the trees. Further noise may be introduced by not
observing certain trees or by identifying a tree where there is none.
In mathematical terms, we may describe the mechanism which introduces noise into our
observations as the combined effect of random and systematic displacements, censoring, thinning and/or superpositioning. Based on these point process operations a model which describes the degradation of our observations can be defined, see [1, 2]. Given the noisy observations together with the true tree locations we may estimate the parameters of the degradation
model. In Dralle and Rudemo [1, 2] such a noise model is used for iterative least square estimation which also yields a pairing of true and observed points. Lund and Rudemo [15] derive
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the conditional likelihood for the observed process given the true process. A training set of
true tree locations and their noisy observations is then used in a deterministic algorithm which
performs approximate maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters for the disturbance
model.
The conditional likelihood of the observations given the true locations may also be used
within a Bayesian approach, see [14]. Here inference is based solely on the observed point
pattern without knowledge of the true tree locations. A prior distribution for the true locations together with the likelihood of the observations given the true point pattern yields a
posterior distribution for the true point process given the noisy observations. As common
for many point process models, the posterior distribution of the true tree locations given the
observed locations is not amenable to analytical examination. However, using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) we may sample the posterior distribution and use these samples within
Monte Carlo tests. In [14] a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is suggested whose convergence
is monitored by time series methods. Although these convergence diagnostics may warn
when convergence has not been reached yet they do not guarantee convergence. The problem
of verifying convergence can be solved using perfect simulation methods, see [23, 3]. In this
paper we present a perfect simulation algorithm which allows for the exact sampling of the
posterior distribution in [14]. We apply a method called dominated Coupling From The Past,
see [9, 10, 11, 7] to a spatial birth-and-death process and thus produce an exact sample of the
target posterior distribution.
This posterior distribution specifies a marked point process where the mark of each point
influences the distribution of its location. As we do not have a closed form expression for the
marginal distribution of the unmarked point process nor for the conditional distribution of the
marks given the location of the points we cannot first sample the location of the points and
then sample the marks. Thus our method is an illustration on how to produce exact samples
from marked point process for which the marks cannot be sampled a posteriori.
In the following we first present the disturbance model which specifies the relation between the true and the observed point pattern. This is followed by a description of the posterior distribution of the true point process (Section 2). A conventional simulation algorithm
for this problem based on a spatial birth-and-death process is described in Section 3. Section 4 contains an introduction to the perfect simulation method called Coupling From The
Past (CFTP). We then develop the perfect simulation algorithm for our problem in Section 5
and finally present the results thus obtained in Sections 6 and 7.

2 The posterior model
2.1 The degradation model
We assume that the observations are a degradation of the true point pattern. Let X  A denote
the true point pattern in the sampling window A and Y  A describe the observed point
pattern. The degradation model is defined through the following point process operations:
1. Thinning:
Some points of the true pattern are not observed, this is modelled using a thinning
procedure. Each point Xi 2 A of the true point pattern is independently thinned with
probability 1 p(Xi ) and retained with probability p(Xi ). If a point Xi is thinned then
it does not lead to an observation point Yj 2 Y .
2. Displacement:
We assume that the position of each tree derived from the aerial photograph through
template matching suffers from a displacement. This displacement may be random
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or systematic. We model the observed location Yj of the true position
probability density k (jXi ) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R2 .

Xi

using a

3. Censoring:
Some of the displaced locations may fall outside the observation window in which case
they are not observed. These points are simply censored in our degradation model.
Thus, censoring of the observed location of a true location Xi occurs with probability

p(Xi )

Z

Ac

k(yjXi )dy;

that is, if a point is retained and displaced outside the observation window A.
4. Superposition:
Due to noise the template matching procedure may detect a tree location where there
is actually no tree. These ‘ghost’ points are modelled by an independent superimposed
Poisson process of intensity h(jX ).
To specify the above model we make the following distributional assumptions.
1. We assume homogeneous thinning, that is p(Xi )  p.
2. Furthermore, we assume that the superimposed Poisson process is homogeneous and
so h(jX )  .
3. Finally, we assume that the displacement follows a 2-dimensional Normal distribution
N (Xi + ; ) where  = (1 ; 2 ) is the systematic error and

 2   
1 2
1
 =
12 22

is the covariance of the error.
Under the above assumptions the degradation model is thus completely specified by the
parameter vector  = (p; ; 1 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ; ).

2.2 The likelihood of the data
For a degradation model as described in the previous section, the conditional distribution of
the observed locations given the true locations was derived in [15]. Consider the process
(Xi ; i 2 M ) of true locations and the process (Yj ; j 2 N ) of observed positions. To simplify expressions we introduce an auxiliary variable S , a ‘matching’ which specifies which
observation Yj is caused by which true location Xi , which observations are ‘ghost’ points and
which true locations are not observed due to thinning or censoring.
Let jI j denote the cardinality of the set I . Furthermore, let P (M1 ; N1 ) be the set of
bijections from the finite set M1 into the set N1 which is of the same cardinality as M1 . Let
M = f1; : : : ; mg and N = f1; : : : ; ng and set

Vm;n =

n

o

(M1 ; N1 ; g) j g 2 P (M1 ; N1 ); M1  M; N1  N; jN1 j = jM1 j :

1
We define V = [1
m=0 [n=0 Vm;n and equip V with the -algebra consisting of all subsets.
Then S = (M1 ; N1 ; g ) 2 V is a matching and has the following interpretation:
1. The point Xi ; i 2 M1 is observed as Yg(i) .
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2. The points (Yj ; j

2 N nN1 ) are ‘ghost’ points.

3. Due to thinning or censoring, the points (Xi ; i 2 M nM1 ) are not observed.
Later on we use the shorthand notation s( ) for the index of the Y -point which is matched to
the X -point  by the matching s.
As derived in [15] the joint distribution of (Y; S ) given X = x and  factorizes as

T (y; s j x; ) = L1 L2 L3 L4 :
Here the first factor

L1 = pjM1 j

Y
i2M1

(1)

k(yg(i) jxi; ; );

corresponds to retained and displaced locations falling inside the sampling window. The
second factor

L2 =

Y hZ

i2M nM1

p

i

A

k(yjxi )dy + (1 p) :
c

derives from locations that were either thinned or retained and censored. The third factor

L3 =



jN nN1 j exp (1

)jAjd



is due to ‘ghost’ points and finally

L4 =

I[s2Vjxj;jyj]

is an indicator function which ensures that s = (M1 ; N1 ; g ) is a matching for x and y .
The likelihood of Y given (x;  ) may be determined by marginalisation:

L(yjx; ) =

X

s2V

T (y; s j x; ):

Unfortunately this sum does not simplify to a more compact algebraic expression. In the
following we will skip any reference to  in our notation, but assume that it is fixed and
known.

2.3 The prior model
The prior model describes our beliefs about the stochastic properties of the point process
describing the true tree locations. We consider the following three choices.
1. Poisson process:
A Poisson process describes complete spatial randomness, that is the absence of any
interaction, whether repulsive or attractive. We may regard the Poisson process as a
‘non-informative’ prior as it only contains information about the intensity of the true
tree locations. The density of a homogeneous Poisson process of intensity with respect to a unit rate, homogeneous Poisson process is given by

)jAjd ) n(x)

f (x) = exp((1

x  A:

Here n(x) is the number of points in x and the parameter determines the intensity of
the process as jAjd is the expected number of points of the process.
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2. Strauss process:
The Strauss process [25] is a common choice for modelling repulsive point patterns. In
our context it is reasonable to assume repulsive interaction as the forest in consideration
was subjected to a thinning experiment. The Strauss process is defined by the density

n(x) s(x) ;

xA
with respect to a unit rate homogeneous Poisson process on A. Here is positive,
0 < < 1, and c is the normalizing constant. The exponent n(x) counts the number of
points in the pattern x and s(x) the number of pairs of neighbour points, that is pairs of
points which are less than a distance R apart. Notice that the interaction radius in this
point process model is restricted to the distance R.
f (x) = c

3. Markov point process with logistic interaction function:
We may assume that the interaction is not restricted to a certain radius but reduces continuously with increasing distance. This can be modelled using a pairwise interaction
Markov point process with a continuous interaction function H . The density of such a
point process with respect to a unit rate, homogeneous Poisson process is given by

n(x)

f (x) = c

Y
i6=j

H (jjxi xj jj);

where jjjj is the Euclidean distance in R2 . We consider the logistic interaction function:

H (r) = 1 + exp( 1(r R))
with slope  > 0 and H (R) = 0:5. Note that H (r ) < 1 and so specifies a repulsive
interaction. As the distance r increases H (r ) tends to one which means the strength of
repulsion reduces with the increasing distance between two points.
In the following we will make use of the Papangelou conditional intensity of the prior
model. For a Markov point process with density f the Papangelou conditional intensity is
defined as

(x;  ) =

(

f (x[fg) for f (x) > 0
f (x)

0

otherwise,

where x is a point pattern and  is a single point in A. Thus, for a Poisson prior of intensity
we have (x;  ) = . For the Strauss process we have

t(x;)
(x;  ) =
where t(x;  ) is the number of neighbours of  in x. Finally, for a Markov point process with
logistic interaction function we have

(x;  ) =

Y
xj 2x

H (jjxj  jj):

2.4 The posterior density
Our aim now is to sample the joint posterior distribution of the true point process
matching S given the observation y which is defined by the density

X and the

(x; s) = L(x; sjy; ) / L(x) T (y; s j x; )
(2)
Here L(x) is the prior density for the true point process and T (y; sjx;  ) is defined as in (1).
5

3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
To produce samples of Markov point processes with varying number of points two alternative MCMC methods are commonly used: Metropolis-Hastings algorithms [5, 19] and spatial
birth-and-death processes [21, 18]. A description of a Metropolis-Hastings type algorithm
for the target posterior density in (2) can be found in [14]. In the following we use a spatial
birth-and-death process because its implementation in a perfect simulation algorithm is less
intricate than for a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The interested reader may find a description of a perfect Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for locally stable Markov point processes in
[11].
We begin with a short introduction to spatial birth-and-death processes and then develop
a spatial birth-and-death process which converges to our target distribution.

3.1 Spatial birth-and-death processes
Spatial birth-and-death processes are spatio-temporal point processes. At any given time the
spatial birth-and-death process forms a point pattern in the observation window A. This
pattern changes at distinct time instances. The change can be either a birth, that is a point
is added to the current pattern, or a death, that is a point is deleted from the current point
configuration. Since these changes depend only on the current point pattern, spatial birthand-death processes are continuous-time Markov jump processes.
Spatial birth-and-death processes can be characterised by a birth and a death rate. The
birth rate is a measurable function b :  A ! [0; 1) such that B b(x;  )d < 1 for all
bounded Borel subsets B of A. Here the state space is the family of finite point patterns on
A. Given the current configuration x at time t, the probability of a birth in B during the short
time interval [t; t + s) is given by s B b(x;  )d + o(s).
The death rate is a measurable function d :  A ! [0; 1). Given the current configuration x [ f g at time t, the probability that  is deleted during a time interval [t; t + s) is
given by s d(x;  ) + o(s). Conditions on b and d which ensure the existence and ergodicity of
the spatial birth-and-death process can be found in [21]. The rate of convergence of ergodic
spatial birth-and-death processes is examined in [18]. A description of a simulation procedure
for spatial birth-and-death processes can be found in [24].
A spatial birth-and-death process has invariant distribution with density f and is timereversible if the detailed balance condition

R

R

f (x) b(x;  ) = f (x [ f g) d(x;  )

(3)

is satisfied, where f (x [ f g) is assumed to be positive.
To sample from the target density f often the death rate is chosen at unit rate, that is
d(x;  )  1, and the birth rate as b(x;  ) = (x;  ), which is the Papangelou conditional
intensity of f . The simulation evolves from Xt = x as follows: generate the waiting time until
the next event as an exponential variate of mean 1=( A b(x;  ) d + n(x)). With probability
n(x)=( A b(x;  ) d + n(x)) the event is the death of a point chosen uniformly among the
points in x, and with probability A b(x;  ) d=( A b(x;  ) d + n(x)) it is the birth of a point
 distributed according to the density which is proportional to b(x;  ).

R

R

R

R

3.2 The target spatial birth-and-death process
We now determine a birth and a death rate which satisfy the detailed balance condition given
in (3) for the target density in (2). Essentially, our spatial birth-and-death process will consist
of two types of points. The first type of points are so-called matched points. These are
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locations xi to which the current matching s assigns an observed location yj . The second
type of points are unmatched points, these are points which did not lead to an observation due
to thinning or displacement outside of the window. Thus the states of the chain are marked
point patterns. The mark indicates whether a point is unmatched or matched and in the latter
case it specifies the matched observation point. These marks are given by the matching s.
Points are born either as matched or unmatched points. A matched point can only become an
unmatched point if it dies and is reborn as unmatched. The analogous holds for unmatched
points. Changes in the current matching s occur when a matched point is born or dies.
Detailed balance holds if we choose a unit death rate for all points and birth rates as
follows. If the current configuration is (x; s) then the birth rate for unmatched points is given
by



b (x; s); (x [ f g; s)

hZ



= (x;  ) p

i

A

k(yj )dy + (1 p) ;
c

(4)

where (x;  ) is the Papangelou conditional intensity of the prior model.
Let s [ s( ) be the matching generated by adding to the existing matching s a matching
of the point  with an unmatched observed point y of index s( ). The birth rate for matched
points is given by



b (x; s); (x [ f g; s [ s( ))



= (x;  ) k(ys() j ) p I[s[s()2Vjx[fgj;jyj]

(5)

for each free y -point. The indicator function in the last expression ensures that a matched
point  is only born if s( ) matches the point to an unmatched observation point yj . In
particular matched points can only be born if there is an unmatched observation point. The
overall birth rate of a matched point  can be derived by marginalisation:



b x; (x [ f g)



= (x;  ) p

X

j 2N nN1

k(yj j ):

In the following we use Xt = (xt ; st ) to denote the spatial birth-and-death process with the
above rates. Here xt is a finite point pattern and st is the associated matching.

4 Coupling From The Past
Our perfect simulation algorithm is based on dominated Coupling from the Past [9, 10, 11, 7],
an extension of the original Coupling From The Past (CFTP) algorithm by Propp and Wilson
[23]. We begin with a short introduction to CFTP for finite Markov chains and then present
briefly the ideas of dominated Coupling From The Past. This is followed by a section which
develops a dominated Coupling From The Past algorithm for the posterior density given in
(2).

4.1 Coupling From The Past for a finite Markov chain
We present the Coupling From The Past algorithm using a simple example; further details can
be found in [23, 22].
Consider the Markov chain X on the integers f1; : : : ; 4g with transition matrix

0 0 0 1=2 1=21
B 0 1=2 1=2 0 C
P = B
@1=2 1=2 0 0 C
A
1=2 1=2
7

0

0

We may simulate sample paths of X using a fair coin. Whenever the coin comes up heads the
chain makes one of the following transitions depending on the current state of the chain:

1 ! 4;

2 ! 3;

3 ! 2;

4 ! 2:

Alternatively, when the coin comes up tails the chain makes one of the transitions:

1 ! 3;

2 ! 2;

3 ! 1;

4 ! 1:

Now, suppose we start a path in each of the four initial states and simulate them simultaneously using the same coin toss Cj for the transition at time j in all four paths. In this way we
produce coupled paths of X started in all initial states. Observe that from time to time two
paths meet in the same state. Then these two paths merge, we say they coalesce. We can show
that in almost surely finite time all paths coalesce into one and we call this time the time of
complete coalescence.
Coupling From The Past samples the equilibrium distribution  of X using the following
simple, iterative procedure. In iteration k we go back to time 2k and perform the following
steps:

k = 1 we toss a fair coin independently twice producing the realisations C 2 and
C 1 . If k > 1 we toss a fair coin independently 2k 1 times yielding coin toss realisations C 2k , C 2k +1 , : : : ; C 2k 1 1 .
If k > 1 we prepend the new coin toss realisations to the sequence of coin toss realisations from the previous iterations, thus obtaining the sequence C 2k , C 2k +1 ,
: : : ; C 1.
We start a path at time 2k in each initial state and simulate the paths until time 0 using
the coin toss realisations C 2k ; C 2k +1 , : : : ; C 1 . Thus the state of each path at time
j + 1 is determined by the state at time j and coin toss realisation C j .

1. If

2.

3.

4. At time 0 we check whether all paths are in the same state, that is if all paths have
coalesced. If so, then their common state is a sample from  . If not, then we perform
another iteration of this algorithm.
Notice the order in which we make use of the coin toss realisations. It is important that
we reuse previously sampled realisations and that we prepend any newly sampled ones. Only
then is the output of the algorithm an exact sample from the equilibrium distribution. Figure
1 shows an iteration of the above CFTP algorithm in which coalescence occurs.
Suppose we reach complete coalescence in iteration L but nevertheless perform another
iteration L + 1. The reader may check that in iteration L + 1 we again obtain complete
coalescence at time 0 and furthermore, the common state of the paths at time 0 is the same
as the common state at time 0 in the previous iteration. This occurs because of the order in
which we construct our coin toss sequence. As complete coalescence is reached in almost
surely finite time, L is also almost surely finite.
Here is a simple proof why the above algorithm works. Suppose we perform k iterations
of the above procedure. Now consider the k th iteration. Let Y (k) denote the state at time 0 of
the path started in state 1. Then Y (k) has the distribution P N (1; ), where N = 2k and P N
is the N -step transition matrix. Due to the ergodicity of X we know that P N (1; ) !  as
N ! 1. At the same time we know that Y (k) = Y (L) for k  L, where L is defined as
above. It follows that Y (L) has distribution  .
The example illustrates the basic steps of CFTP:
1. Sample the randomness needed to simulate the target chain from time
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Figure 1: A CFTP iteration in which the coupled sample paths of X have coalesced by time 0. We use the notation H for heads and T for tails. Observe
the anti-monotonicity of the transitions. The dotted lines show the minimal and
the maximal path. Complete coalescence is achieved at time -2. However, we
continue to simulate up to time 0.

2. Start a path of the target chain in each initial state and simulate them till time 0 using
the sampled randomness.
3. Check whether complete coalescence has been achieved. If all paths have coalesced
into one, then their common state at time 0 is a perfect sample.
4. If coalescence has not been achieved yet, go backwards in time till T S and sample
the randomness needed to simulate paths from time T S to time T . Prepend the
newly sampled randomness to the previously sampled randomness and proceed with
step 2.
When developing a CFTP algorithm it may be helpful to think in terms of the following
heuristic. Suppose we could start the chain X at time 1 and simulate it up to time 0. Then,
due to the ergodicity of X , the heuristic suggests that the state of the infinite time simulation at
time 0 has the equilibrium distribution. Now consider the k th iteration of the CFTP algorithm.
We assume that the randomness used in this iteration (in our example C 2k , : : : , C 1 ) is also
used in the final 2k transitions of the infinite time simulation. Suppose that coalescence is
achieved in the k th iteration. As the infinite time simulation has to be in one of the initial
states at time 2k , at time 0 it has to be in the common state which the coalesced paths take
at time 0.
For large state spaces monitoring the coalescence of paths started in all initial states will be
prohibitively expensive. However, it may be possible to construct two paths, we call them the
minimal and the maximal path, which do not neccessarily evolve according to the dynamics of
the target chain but which sandwich between them the paths started in all initial states. Thus
coalescence of these two paths implies complete coalescence of the paths started in all initial
states. Let us return to our example on the integers f1; 2; 3; 4g. Suppose f (x; C ) describes the
state we reach if we make a transition from state x according to the coin toss C . The function
f together with the random variable C is called a transition rule. Close inspection shows that
f is montone decreasing (or anti-monotone) in its first argument. This fact can be exploited
to monitor coalescence efficiently using a maximal chain and a minimal chain as follows. In
the k th iteration we set the initial states as

X max
2k = 4

and

X min
2k = 1

and then evolve the two paths till time 0 using the rule

min
X max
j +1 = f (X j ; C j )

and
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max
X min
j +1 = f (X j ; C j ):

Thus the minimal and the maximal chain evolve as a two-component chain in which the
updates of the one component are made according to the current configuration of the other
component. We call this construction, which was first used in [10] and further examined
in [6], a cross-over. In Figure 1 the reader can see how the minimal and the maximal path
sandwich between them the paths started from all initial states.

4.2 Dominated Coupling From The Past
Foss and Tweedie [4] showed that the existence of a CFTP algorithm as developed in [23]
which produces output in almost surely finite time is equivalent to the Markov chain being
uniformly ergodic. However, many Markov chains of interest, in particular many spatial birthand-death processes, are not uniformly but only geometrically ergodic. We may still be able
to produce perfect samples from such chains, but we will need to use an extension of CFTP
which is called dominated Coupling From The Past or Coupling Into And From The Past, see
[9, 10, 11, 7].
In terms of the heuristic of an infinite time simulation dominated Coupling From The
Past is based on the following idea. Suppose we can find random bounds on the state which
the infinite time simulation takes at any fixed time. Now, say at time 2k we start coupled
paths of the target chain in all the initial states which are within the random bounds at that
time. We then evolve these paths till time 0 using the same randomness as the infinite time
simulation. Suppose these paths have coalesced into one at time 0, then our heuristic suggests
that their common state at time 0 is also the state of the infinite time simulation and thus has
the equilibrium distribution.
For spatial birth-and-death processes we have a natural lower bound, the empty set. Upper random bounds can be found by constructing a spatial birth-and-death process D which
stochastically dominates the target chain X so that given a path of D we can produce a path
of X which at any time is bounded above by D . We can easily find such a process D by
choosing a spatial birth-and-death process with the same death rate as X but a higher birth
rate. We can then produce a path of X from a path of D by censoring some of the births in
D. The following section will describe this construction in more detail for the target chain in
Section 3.2.
Perfect simulation for locally stable point processes is discussed in [11]. Our method
shows how to produce samples of marked point processes for which it is not possible first to
produce a perfect sample of the unmarked process and then to sample the marks. Our paper
carefully describes an implementation of dominated Coupling From The Past for a marked
point process such that the algorithm samples the joint distribution of points and marks.

5 Perfect simulation of the posterior density
5.1 The dominating process
Recall that the target spatial birth-and-death process X has two types of points, matched and
unmatched. Both types have unit death rates and their birth rates are given in (4) and (5).
Similar to X the dominating process D is a spatial birth-and-death process whose states are
marked point patterns (z; q ). Like X it consists of matched and unmatched points. Both types
of points have unit death rates in D . The birth rates of D , however, are higher than in X . Let
 = supx; (x;  ) where (x;  ) is the Papangelou conditional intensity of our prior model.
For all three prior models  is well defined as all processes are locally stable, that is their
Papangelou conditional intensity is uniformly bounded.
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Unmatched points in D have a birth rate given by



bD (z; q); (z [ f g; q)





=

hZ
p

A

k(yj )dy + (1 p)
c

i

=  f ( )

Thus the unmatched point component in D forms a time-reversible spatial birth-and-death
process whose stationary distribution is an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity
measure  f ( ). We may sample the stationary distribution by sampling a point pattern
z according to a homogeneous Poisson process of intensity  and then retaining a point
 2 z with probability p Ac k(yj )dy + (1 p). This can be done by marking each point
 with a uniform (0; 1) mark U ( ) and a point  sampled from k(j ) and then retaining  if
U ( )  1 p or if U ( ) > 1 p and  2= A. By sampling the point  we avoid the calculation
of the integral Ac k (y j )dy . However, the integral is close to zero and thus  f ( ) is close
to  (1 p). As this is much smaller than  many points are thinned. Fortunately, we found
that this had only a very negligible effect on the speed of our algorithm.
In the following we use an auxiliary variable Q which assigns to each matched point in
D an observational point yj 2 Y . However, we do not require that Q is a matching, that
is Q may assign more than one matched point to the same observational point. Thus the
dominating process lives on a state space which is an augmentation of the state space of X .
We will motivate later why we do not restrict Q to be a matching. We call Q an ‘assignment’
to contrast it from a matching. Matched points in D have a birth rate which is defined by

R

R



where q is an assignment.
marginalisation:





=  p k(yq() j );
The overall birth rate of a matched point  in D is obtained by

bD (z; q); (z [ f g; q [ q( ))
bD z; z [ f g



=  p

X
j 2N

k(yj j ) =  p h( ):

Thus, the matched point component is a time-reversible spatial birth-and-death process whose
stationary distribution is an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity measure  p 1 h( ).
The stationary distribution of the matched points thus may be interpreted as a cluster process
with the observation points as the cluster centres. The cluster around yj has a Poisson number of daughters with mean  p 1 A k (yj j )d and the daughters are scattered according
to a Normal distribution around the cluster centers. So to sample the stationary distribution
we sample for each observation point yj a Poisson number of daughters with mean  p 1
normally distributed around the observation point with mean yj  and covariance . We
then censor any of these daughters that fall outside the observation window. Finally, the
assignment then marks each point in the cluster pattern with the index of its parent point.
As the stationary distributions of both of the two components of D are easy to sample
we can simulate D in equilibrium. Moreover, if we start D in equilibrium we may produce a
path of D on a time interval [ T; 0] by simulating D on [0; T ] and then simply reversing the
path in time. This also provides us with an easy way of extending a given path of D on a time
interval [ T; 0] to a path on [ T S; 0]. We just simulate D from time T forwards till time
T + S and then reverse the path in time.

R

5.2 The target chain
We may derive a path of the target chain X from a path of D on a time interval [ T; 0] as
follows. We first mark each birth time t of D with a mark Mt which is uniform on the unit
interval. At time T we start X in the empty set. Then we evolve X from time T to time
0 in synchrony with D according to the following rules:
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1. Whenever we have a birth of an unmatched point
Mt of this birth time t satisfies

 in D, we check whether the mark

Mt  (Xt ;  ) ;
where Xt is the configuration of X immediately prior to time t. If the above is satisfied, then the unmatched point  is also born in X at time t. Otherwise, there is no
transition in X at time t.
2. Suppose at time t we have the birth of a matched point  in D which is assigned to
observation point yq( ) . Then we check whether the mark Mt of this birth time t satisfies
Mt  (Xt ;  ) :
We furthermore check whether the observation point yq( ) is not matched in Xt . If
both conditions are satisfied, then the matched point  , which is matched with yq( ) , is
born in X at time t. Otherwise no transition takes place in X at time t.
3. Finally, consider a death time t of D . Here we simply check whether the point  whose
death time is t is in Xt . If so, it dies in X at time t. Otherwise X does not change at
time t.
Note that we also could have evolved X according to the above set of rules if it had
started in any admissable subset of the configuration of D at time T . We call the marked
point pattern (x; s) a subset of the marked point pattern (z; q ) if
1. the unmatched points in (x; s) are a subset of the unmatched points in (z; q ),
2. the matched points in (x; s) are a subset of the matched points in (z; q ),
3. any point in (x; s) that according to s is assigned to the observation point yj is also
assigned to yj by q .
We call (x; s) an admissable subset of (z; q ) if s is a matching, that is it assigns at most
one point to any observation point. Note that any subset of an admissable subset is also
admissable. We denote the subset relation for marked point pattern by  and the admissable
subset relation by .
If we evolve X as above, then marginally it behaves like a spatial birth-and-death process
with unit death rates and the following birth rates. Unmatched points are born at rate



b (x; s); (x [ f g; s)



=



hZ
p

i (x; )
k
(
y
j

)
dy
+
(1
p
)
 
Ac

which is identical to the rate given in (4). Matched points in the above construction are born
at a rate



b (x; s); (x [ f g; s [ s( )) =  p k(ys()j )  (x;  ) I[s[s()2Vjx[fgj;jyj]

which is the same rate as in (5). Notice that if we only permit one matched point per observation point in D and D is currently in state (z; q ), then X would have birth rate

p (x;  ) k(y j ) I
s()
[q[s( )2Vjz[fgj;jyj] I[s[s( )2Vjx[fgj;jyj]
= p (x;  ) k(ys() j ) I[q[s()2Vjz[fgj;jyj] :
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However this does not coincide with the target birth rate in (5). This is because we assume
the configuration Xt = (x; s) to be an admissable subset of Dt = (z; q ). Thus the number
of unmatched observation points in (x; s) is higher than in (z; q ) and so the restriction on
s [ s( ) to be a matching is less stringent than the one that q [ q( ) is a matching.
Suppose that at time T the chain X is started in an admissable subset of the configuration D T . Then points in X are only born if they are born in D and points which die in D
also die in X and so the configuration of X at any time t  T is also an admissable subset
of Dt .
In order to get the intuition on how to sample X in equilibrium using dominated Coupling
From The Past consider again the heuristic of an infinite time simulation of X . Suppose the
infinite time simulation of X is derived from an infinite time simulation of D . Then the
configuration of the infinite time simulation of X is at any time an admissable subset of
the current configuration of the infinite time simulation of D . If we sample a path of D
in equilbrium on the time interval [ T; 0] then we heuristically may interpret this path as a
realisation of the infinite time simulation of D . But then, if we start a path of X at time T in
every admissable subset of the configuration D T and they all coalesce by time 0 then their
common state at time 0 is the state of the infinite time simulation of X at time 0 and thus has
the target equilibrium distribution. Of course, this is just a heuristic; a formal proof follows
in Section 5.4.
It would be rather expensive to start a path of X at time T in every admissable subset
of D T . Instead, similar to the finite state space case, we will construct a minimal and a
maximal path whose coalescence implies the complete coalescence of the paths started in
every admissable subset of D at the starting time.

5.3 The maximal and the minimal process
Consider the acceptance rules for births in X . For unmatched points we check whether
 Mt  (x;  ). Clearly, the larger the Papangelou conditional intensity (x;  ) of the prior
model the easier it is to satisfy this condition. But for a Poisson prior or a repulsive process
like our other two prior models we have (x;  )  (z;  ) if x  z . Thus the acceptance rule
for unmatched points is anti-monotone, that is the smaller x with respect to the subset relation
the more likely it is that a birth of an unmatched point  is accepted.
For matched points we check two conditions when deciding whether to accept a birth in
X . The first condition is the same as the condition for unmatched points and therefore antimonotone. For the second condition consider two configurations (x; s) and (z; q ) of X where
the first is a subset of the latter. Now, if s( ) = q ( ) then
I[s[s( )2Vjx[fgj;jyj]



I[q[q( )2Vjz[fgj;jyj]

because the unmatched observation points in (x; s) are a superset of the unmatched observation points in (z; q ). It follows that the acceptance rule for births of matched points is also
anti-monotone.
Because the acceptance rules for births are anti-monotone, we can use a cross-over to
define a maximal and a minimal chain. Suppose we have a stationary realisation of D on
[ T; 0]. Then we produce a realisation of the minimal and the maximal chain as follows. Let
X max( T ) and X min( T ) denote the maximal respectively the minimal chain started at time
T . We set

X max(
T

T)

= D T

and

We then evolve the two chains as follows.
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X min(
T

T)

= ;:

1. Whenever we have a birth of an unmatched point
Mt of this birth time t satisfies

 in D, we check whether the mark


(Xtmax( T ) ;  )
Mt 
;

in which case  is born at time t in X max( T ) and X min( T ) . If the above condition is
not satisfied we check whether

Mt 

(Xtmin( T ) ;  )
:


Note that this is a less stringent condition. If it holds then the unmatched point is born at
time t only in X max( T ) . The minimal process does not have a transition. If the latter
condition is not satisfied then neither the maximal process nor the minimal process
change at time t.
2. Suppose that at time t we have the birth of a matched point  in D which is assigned to
the observation point yq( ) . We first check whether

max( T )
Mt  (Xt  ;  )

max( T )

and furthermore whether the observation point yq( ) is not matched in Xt
. If
both conditions are satisfied then the matched point  is born at time t both in the maximal and the minimal chain where it is matched to yq( ) . If not both of the conditions
are satisfied then we check whether

(Xtmin( T ) ;  )

min( T ) . If these
and, moreover, whether the observation point yq( ) is not matched in Xt
two conditions are satisfied, then the unmatched point  is born in the maximal path at
time t but not in the minimal path. Note that this procedure allows the maximal path to
Mt 

have several matched points which are assigned to the same observation point. If one
or two of the latter two conditions are not satisfied no transition takes place at time t in
either the maximal or the minimal chain.
3. Finally, consider a death time t of D . Here we simply check whether the point  whose
death time is t is in the maximal respectively the minimal path. Then the point  dies
in either path subject to its existence.
As mentioned before, the maximal process like the dominating chain can have more than one
matched point for a given observation point. This is motivated by the following. We would
like the configuration of the maximal process to be a superset of the configurations of all paths
of X started in an admissable subset of D and evolved according to D . Depending on their
initial configuration these paths will have a point matched to a particular observation point at
different times and these times may overlap. Thus the union of all the configurations of all
these paths at a given time may contain more than one matched point per observation point.
This is why we also allow such configurations in the maximal process. The minimal process,
however, has only ever one matched point for any observation point.
The above construction of the minimal and the maximal process ensures that

Xtmin(

T)

 Xtmax(

T)

 Dt
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for all t 2 [

T; 0]:

(6)

This follows from the fact that transitions in the minimal and the maximal chain are a subset
min( T ) than
of transitions in D , and, moreover, that births in D are more often censored in Xt
max( T ) .
in Xt
Given a realisation of D on [ T S; 0] the maximal and the minimal process have the
following funneling property [8]:

Xtmin(

T)

T S)

 Xtmin(

T S)

 Xtmax(

The above statement clearly holds for t =

;  Xtmin(

T S)

 Xtmax(

T ) for all t 2 [

T; 0]:

(7)

T as

 Xtmax(

T S)

 D T:

T S ) then, due to the anti-monotonicity of the acceptance
max( T ) than in X max( T S ) . Simirule for births, a birth is more often accepted in Xt
t
max( T )  X max( T S ) then a birth is less often accepted in X min( T ) than in
larly if Xt
t
t
Xtmin( T S) and so births preserve the ordering between the four processes. As a death of a
min( T )

Moreover, if Xt

 Xtmin(

point in D induces the death of the point in any of the four processes subject to its existence
it follows that deaths also preserve the partial ordering and so statement (7) holds.
The construction of the maximal and the minimal process is such that once their paths
meet they remain identical, that is if

Xtmin(

= Xtmax( T )

T)

for some t 2 [

T; 0]

then

Xumin(

T)

= Xumax( T )

for all u 2 [t; 0]:

Notice that because the minimal path is always in an admissable subset of the dominating
chain, the maximal path also has to be in an admissable subset when it coalesces with the
minimal path. Once the two paths coalesce the evolution construction for the minimal and
the maximal process reduces to the same construction as in Section 5.2 and so the two processes then have the same birth and death rates as the target chain. A sufficient condition for
Xtmin( T ) and Xtmax( T ) to coincide is that Dt = ;. Define the coalescence time TC as

TC = minfT  0 : X0min(

T ) = X max( T ) g
0

then it follows that TC  TD where TD = minft  0 : D t = ;g. As TD is almost surely
finite it follows that TC is also almost surely finite. In practice, TC is usually much smaller
than TD .
Our aim in constructing the minimal and the maximal process was to enable the efficient
monitoring of the paths of the target chain started at time T in all admissable subsets of
D T and evolved in accordance to D as described in Section 5.2. Thus we have to make sure
that the paths of the minimal and the maximal process started at time T sandwich between
them all the relevant paths of the target chain. Let X T be the path the target chain started in
state (x; s)  D T . Then

; = X min(
T

T)

 X

T
T

 X max(
T

T)

= D T:

Now observe that if

Xtmin(

T)

 Xt T  Xtmax(
15

T)

then

(Xtmin(

 (Xt T ; )  (Xtmax( T ) ; ):

T ); )

min( T ) are a superset of the free observation points
max( T ) . By examining the acceptance
in Xt T which themselves are a superset of those in Xt

Moreover, the free observation points in Xt

rule for births we deduce that any point that is born in the path of the target chain is also
born in the path of the maximal process and any point that is born in the path of the minimal
process is also born in the path of the target chain. Thus the partial ordering between the three
processes is preserved by any transition and the following sandwiching property holds

Xtmin(

T)

 Xt T  Xtmax( T ):

(8)

5.4 The perfect simulation algorithm
The perfect simulation algorithm now works as follows. We simulate a stationary version of

D on [ T; 0]. Then we simulate the maximal and the minimal process as described in Section

5.3 and check whether their states at time 0 coincide. If so, we return their common state as a
sample from the equilibrium distribution. If not we extend the stationary path of D on [ T; 0]
to a stationary path on [ T S; 0]. Again, we simulate the maximal and the minimal process,
now on the time interval [ T S; 0], and check for coalescence. We proceed in this iterative
manner until the minimal and the maximal path have coalesced at time 0 and then return their
common state as a sample from the target posterior density. Recall that

TC = minfT  0 : X0min(

T ) = X max( T ) g
0

is almost surely finite and so we deduce that the above procedure produces output in almost
surely finite time when S is uniformly (across iterations) bounded away from zero.
Usually a doubling strategy as described in [23] is used. This means that the time S by
which we extend the dominating chain backwards in time in each iteration is equal to the
time T already gone back. We have also adopted the doubling strategy in our algorithm. A
complete pseudo-code description for the CFTP algorithm can be found in Appendix A.
Theorem 5.1 The constructed CFTP algorithm produces exact samples of the posterior density given in (2).
The following proof is a special case of the proof in [11, Theorem 3.1].
max( T ) as T
Proof: We know that TC is almost surely finite and so the limit of X0
exists. Note that due to the funneling property (7) we know that

!1

lim X min( T )
T !1 0

= Tlim
X max( T ) = X0max( TC ) :
!1 0
Suppose X T denotes a path of the target chain started at time T in the empty set and
evolved coupled to D . Then the sandwiching property (8) ensures that
lim X T = Tlim
X max( T ) = X0max( TC ) :
T !1 0
!1 0
Now suppose we start the target chain X at time 0 in the empty set and evolve it forwards till
time T when it is in state XT . Then L(XT ) = L(X0 T ), where L(Y ) denotes the distribution
of Y . The ergodicity of X implies that

lim L(X0 T ) = Tlim
L(XT ) = ;
!1

T !1

 is the target posterior distribution as given in (2).
limT !1 X0 T has the equilibrium distribution.

where
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It follows that

X0max(

TC )

=

2

6 The observed point process obtained from template matching
The data analysed originate from aerial photographs of a thinning experiment of Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), see [1, 2] for detailed descriptions of the experiment and
image acquisition. The observed point process Y = (Y1 ; : : : ; Yn ) with n = 206 points was
obtained by template matching [13]. This data set together with the ‘true’ tree top positions
X = (X1 ; : : : ; Xm ) with m = 171 was analysed in [15] with focus on the conditional
likelihood L(Y jX ). In the present paper we study the posterior distribution of X given the
observation of Y . We assume the knowledge of the prior distribution of X and of the conditional likelihood L(Y jX ) but not of the true positions of the X -points. The X - and Y -points
are shown in Figure 2.

500

171 ’true’ tree tops
206 candidates

400

300

200

100
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Figure 2: 171 X -points (centres of circles) corresponding to ‘true’ tree tops and
206 Y -points (dots) corresponding to template matching. The area of the delineated subplot is 4 454 m2 , and the unit of the axes is linear pixel size, 0.15 m.
In the practical calculations we have used the convex border for convenience,
and have thus increased the area with 2:12% to 164314:8 pixels from 160898:5
pixels. This increase is mainly in the lower left corner.

The analysis in [15] yielded the parameter estimates summarized in Table 1 which we
used to specify the conditional likelihood L(Y jX ) in this paper.
Lund et al. [14] analyse the unobserved point pattern X using a conventional forward
Metropolis-Hastings sampler. Besides a thorough Bayesian analysis the authors also provide
a discussion of the choice of the prior.
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Estimate

1 2 
22
p
1
2
12
0:941 0:0002745 0:342 0:0815 1:047 2:028 0:0489

Table 1: Parameter vector  = (p;

; 1 ; 2 ; 12 ; 22 ; ) used in the analysis.

7 Discussion
In the present paper we have shown an example of how to produce exact samples of a marked
Markov point process whose marks cannot be sampled a posteriori. This means that it is not
possible to sample first the unmarked point process and subsequently the marks.
As an example, Figure 3 shows a perfect sample from the posterior distribution where
the prior has a logistic interaction function with the parameters jAjd = 175, R = 3 and
 = 0:462. This results in H ( 3) = 0:5 and H (0) = 0:8. This simulation took 72 minutes
to produce output.
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A perfect simulation
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171 ’true’ tree tops
206 candidates
173 sim X points (164 matched)

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Figure 3: A perfect sample from the posterior distribution where the prior
distribution has a logistic interaction function with parameters jAjd = 175,
H ( 3) = 0:5, R = 3, and H (0) = 0:8.
Our algorithm uses dominated Coupling From The Past applied to a spatial birth-anddeath process. A dominating process is constructed by augmenting the state space of the
target chain. As an illustration of the CFTP algorithm our Figure 4 shows the number of
points in the dominating chain as well as in the maximal and in the minimal processes.
Given a perfect sample of the posterior distribution we may now continue to perform a
full Bayesian analysis similar to Lund et al. [14]. Thus our algorithm is an illustration of how
to use CFTP in a real life statistical inference problem. For other examples see [20, 16, 17].
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390550 transitions in D from time −128 to 128
215975 proposed events in D from 0 to 128
195037 transitions in D from 0 to 128
44102 transitions in X from 0 to 128

0

Number of X points

600

800

CFTP

−128

−64

−32

−16

−4 4

16

32

64

128

Simulation time

Figure 4: The number of points in the dominating chain and in the upper and
lower processes The dominating chain and the target chain are continued forwards from time 0 We see that the coalescence time TC is between 64 and 128
The figure specifies the number of transitions of some of the paths shown The
number of “proposed events” in D includes for instance proposals of unmatched
X -points that are not added to the dominating chain The number of transitions
counts the number of times a path changes it configuration
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We would have liked to use our CFTP algorithm for priors with the same parameters as
in [14]. Unfortunately, our algorithm turned out to be too slow to be useful for the priors
in [14] as the current implementation produces samples in reasonable time only for less repulsive priors. For instance, a logistic prior with parameters jAjd = 530, H (0) = 0:05, and
R = 15, which has much stronger repulsion than the one used for Figure 3, was used in [14].
The reason why our algorithm does not produce output in reasonable time for such a prior is
as follows. With this more repulsive prior the number of X -points attached to each Y -point
in the dominating chain has a mean of   p 1 = 11:1. This causes the difference between
the dominating chain and the target chain to become so large that coalescence of the CFTP
algorithm is not achieved in reasonable time. In order for the upper and lower processes to
coalesce we have to add points in the minimal process and delete (and not re-add) points in
the maximal process. However, as long as the lower process is in the empty set most of the
points proposed by the dominating chain are added to the upper process. On the other hand,
it is very difficult to add points to the lower process because the upper process (still similar
to the dominating process) contains far too many points points compared to the desired target
density. Specifically, a Y -point has to have no associated X -points in the upper chain in order
to add a matched point in the lower process. If the mean number of matched points in the
dominating chain per Y -point is 11, then the probability of having 0 matched X -points is as
small as 1:67  10 5 .
Typically, if we use a prior that is more repulsive than the one used for Figure 3 and
Figure 4 we observe that the minimal and the maximal process approach each other quickly.
However, after an initial “burn in” period they do not get any closer but rather behave like
stationary processes at certain distinct levels.
Van Zwet [26] in collaboration with Van Lieshout developed an iterative CFTP algorithm
which samples a conditional Boolean model and is more efficient than the analogous algorithm developed in [12]. We have investigated whether similar ideas could be used in our
setting. Unfortunately, we found that the method was not amenable to Markov point processes.
The main cause of the inefficiency of our algorithm is that we allow the dominating process to have multiple matched points for each observation point. We suspect that the number of matched points per observation point may be reduced by reusing previously sampled
matched points. We are planning to investigate this in future research.
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A Appendix: Pseudo-code for the algorithm
This appendix describes the perfect simulation algorithm in detailed pseudo-code.

A.1 Dominating process
We give a pseudocode description of how to simulate the dominating process given the parameter  = (p; ; 1 ; 2 ; 12 ; 22 ; ) and the noisy observation Y = y . We start simulating
at time 0 and simulate backwards in time till time T . The first step is to simulate the initial
pattern and the associated birth times. The type m is a matched point, the type u stands for
an unmatched point. Furthermore we write jAj for the area of A and set N = f1; : : : ; ng.
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Comments within the program are marked with the sign %. In the algorithm the realisation of the dominating process is specified by a multi-dimensional variable composed of
D:type; D:loc; D:life; D:birth coding the type, location, life time and birth time of each
point. The variable D:s specifies the matched observation point, where appropriate. Each
birth time is marked with D:mark . Poisson(a) produces a Poisson variable of mean a
and Exponential(a) produces an exponential variable of rate a that is of mean a 1 . Finally, the procedure Normal(z ) produces a point which is normal with mean z  and
covariance .
Algorithm (1)
Initial(?; jAjd ; ; y ,seed):
set.seed(seed)
% Initial matched and total number of points
M1 (0)  Poisson(n? p 1 )
M (0)  Poisson(?jAjd )

M (0)

M (0) + M1 (0)

% Marks, locations, life- and birth-times of initial points.
for i = 1 to M1 (0)

D:type(i) m
D:s(i)  Uniform(N )
D:loc(i)  Normal(yD:s(i))
D:life(i)  Exponential(1)
D:birth(i)
D:life
D:mark(i)  Uniform([0; 1])
if D:loc(i) 62 A, then delete this point.
for i = M1 (0) + 1 to M (0)
  Uniform(A)
q  Uniform([0; 1])
z  Normal( ) + 2 

if q  (1 p) or (q > 1 p) and (z 2
= A)
then D:type(i)
u
D:loc(i) 
D:life(i)  Exponential(1)
D:birth(i)
D:life
D:mark(i)  Uniform([0; 1])
return(D )

The algorithm D-Extend may be used to extend an existing simulation of D on [0; T ]
backwards until some time T
S . Specifically, you may call it with T = 0 and the
initial patterns produced as above. The variable Event1 records the next death time of an
unmatched point, the variable Event2 records the next death time of a matched point. The
birth time is then the death time minus the exponential lifetime. The variable nextEvent is
the waiting time between two successive death events.

Algorithm (2)
D-Extend(?jAjd ; ; y; T; S; D ,Event1,Event2):
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% Evolution of unmatched points
i highest index in D
event
Event1
while



event

> T S



i i+1
  Uniform(A)
q  Uniform([0; 1])
z  Normal( ) + 2 

if q  (1 p) or (q > 1 p) and (z 2
= A)
then D:type(i)
u
D:loc(i) 
D:life(i)  Exponential(1)
D:birth(i) event D:life(i)
D:mark(i)  Uniform([0:1])
nextEvent  Exponential(?jAjd )

event
event - nextEvent
event
Event1
% Evolution of matched points
event
Event2
while



event

> T S



i i+1
D:type(i) m
D:life(i)  Exponential(1)
D:birth(i) event D:life(i)
D:s(i)  Uniform(N )
D:loc(i)  Normal(yD:s(i))
D:mark(i)  Uniform([0; 1])
if D:loc(i) 62 A, then delete this point.
1)
nextEvent  Exponential(n ? p

event
event - nextEvent
Event2
event
return(D ,Event1,Event2)

A.2 The target chain
In the following we present an algorithm which produces a realisation of the target chain from
a realisation of the dominating process. Thus the target chain is an adapted functional of the
dominating process. For the following algorithm we assume that we have a realisation of the
dominating process D on the time-interval [ T; 0]. The realisation is coded in an ordered list
of events T < t1 < t2 < : : : < tn < 0. For each event ti we know whether it is a birth or a
death and which point k of D it concerns, that is we know

D(k) =





D:type(k); D:loc(k); D:life(k); D:birth(k); D:mark(k); D:s(k) :

The target chain is started in the empty pattern.
Algorithm (3)
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X-Evolve(D ):
% Derives a realisation of

X

;

X

from a realisation of

D

i = 1 to n

if ti = D:birth(k )




(k))
if D:type(k ) = u and D:mark  (X;D:loc

then X X [ D(k) 

(k))
if D:type(k ) = m and D:mark  (X;D:loc



and D:s(k ) is index of unmatched y -point
then X
X [D(k) 


if ti = D:birth(k ) + D:life(k ) and D (k ) 2 X
then X
X nD(k)
return(X )
for

in

X



The algorithm X-Evolve is not directly used in the perfect simulation algorithm, but is
described here for completeness.

A.3 The minimal and the maximal process
Here are the algorithm for the minimal and the maximal process which are evolved according to a cross-over because we have a repulsive prior distribution. Coalescence of the two
processes means that we can accept their common state at time 0 as an exact sample.

Algorithm (4)
MinMax-Evolve(D; ):
% Produces a realisation of the minimal and maximal
% process from a realisation of D

MIN ;
MAX configuration of D at time T
for i = 1 to n



if ti = D:birth(k ) and D:type(k ) = u


(k))
if D:mark  (MAX;D:loc

thenMIN
MIN [ D(k) and
 MAX

(
MIN;D:loc
(
k
))
else if D:mark 

then MAX
MAX [ D(k)
if

if











MAX [ D(k)

ti = D:birth(k) and D:type(k) = m

(k)) and D:s(k ) free in MAX
if D:mark  (MAX;D:loc

thenMIN
MIN [ D(k) and
 MAX MAX [ D(k)


(
MIN;D:loc
(
k
))
D:s
(
k
)
else if D:mark 
and
free
in
MIN


then MAX
MAX [ D(k)



ti = D:birth(k) + D:life(k)
23

if



D
(
k
)
2
MIN

 then MIN MIN nD(k)

D(k) 2 MAX
return(MIN;MAX )
if

then

MAX

MAX nD(k)

A.4 The CFTP algorithm
Algorithm (5)
CFTP(; ; y ,seed):
coalescence

FALSE

T 0
? jAjd  jAj
D Initial(?jAjd ; ; y,seed)
Event1  Exponential(?jAjd )
1)
Event2  Exponential(n ? p
Event1
Event2
while



- Event1
- Event2
coalescence = FALSE



S max(T; 1)
(D; Event1,Event2)
D-Extend(? jAjd ; ; y; T; S; D; Event1,Event2)
(MIN; MAX ) MinMax-Evolve(D;  )
T T + S

if MIN = MAX then coalescence
TRUE
return(MIN )
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